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Expansion Required to Sustain Surprising Earnings Strength

Buds are on the shoot; green fringe bedecks the trees; gnats and other spring bugs
are a’buzzing. Someone forget to tell the consumer to take off the wooly hat and unwrap
the scarf, however. Data from the U.S. economy and the U.S. consumer is still in a semi-
freeze befitting March or even late February.

The earnings season to date has been a triumph, casting even more doubt on the
usefulness of analysts’ estimates. With nearly one-half of the S&P 500 having reported
calendar 1Q15 results, earnings are up more than 7% year-over-year – yanked up from a
6.3% gain by Apple’s stellar quarter. Earnings growth is running more than 1,000 basis
points ahead of pre-reporting expectations.

However, the same headwinds are buffeting the business environment. Dollar com-
parisons on repatriated revenues will not ease before 4Q15 and not fully until 1Q16 – and
that’s assuming no more strength in the dollar from current levels. Dollar strength also
erodes competitive position overseas – and as long as the euro and yen are weak, there is
no timeline on this impediment. Energy earnings have been slightly better than forecast,
but this negative too could persist well beyond year-end.

To keep the EPS mojo going, the big engine – the U.S. economy – must keep chug-
ging along. April data has not been a disaster, but it does not signal the usual springtime
revival in activity. At the same time, the absolute level of activity remains high; and some data points, such as existing home
sales, are in a positive trend. We will simultaneously track EPS growth and the domestic economic underpinnings required to
keep the business world – and stock prices – moving forward.

APRIL SOURS….
U.S. economic data from about mid-April onward captures the tail-end of the winter month (March) but should also, in senti-
ment surveys, be capturing an upbeat consumer mood. Domestic prosperity starts with the American Dream, which is home
ownership. Generally speaking, the American Dream seems to be shopping among existing dwellings rather than pouring
concrete for new foundations.

In mid-April, March housing starts were underwhelming at a 926,000-unit annualized rate. While that was up two per-
centage points from February starts, keep in mind that February had the weakest starts level in more than a year, even after
weather adjustment, and was down 15% from January. In March, single family starts rose by 4.4%; but multi-family starts
remained anemic.
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Later in the month, existing home sales for March
were reported as rising to an annualized pace of 5.19 million
units; 6.1% month-over-month growth represented the best
gain since 2010. Existing home sales in March 2015 were at
the highest annualized unit rate since September 2013.

An important distinction between now and then is
that institutional investors, who fueled the initial housing
recovery, are now largely absent from the market. Buyers
today are drawn from traditional categories, including
young families, immigrants, and second-home buyers.

Spring is a crucial time for housing activity, particu-
larly among families anxious to time the actual closing so
as not to disrupt the school year. However, new homes are
not participating in the spring fling. Purchases of new
homes fell 11% in March, albeit from the seven-year high
reached in February (after seasonal adjustment). Running
at a 418,000 annualized rate in February, new home sales
are less than 10% the level of existing homes. While exist-
ing home sales drive important parts of the economy, in-
cluding finance, services, and some big ticket sales, new
home sales are logically a bigger driver of equipment, trans-
portation, materials, and employment.

…. BRING MAY GLOWERS?
One thing that may be keeping consumers from commit-
ting to new homes is weakening certainty in the strength
of the expansion. The preliminary University of Michigan
consumer confidence survey for April improved to 95.9,
from 93.0 in March. That represents the confidence survey’s
second-highest level in eight years. But the Conference
Board’s Consumer Confidence index dipped to 95.2 in
April, well under expectation of 102 and down from 101
in March.

One thing that is maybe gnawing at consumer senti-
ment is rising prices. The March Consumer Price Index
(CPI) excluding food and fuel rose 0.2% month-over-
month. That represented a third consecutive monthly gain
in ex-items CPI. Although job gains continue to mount,
wage growth has not tracked this latest iteration of infla-
tion. Spring has also brought an outbreak of bird flu in
Iowa; rising chicken prices are not going to be well-re-
ceived.

Even as 1Q15 earnings surprise on the upside, large
multi-nationals are guiding their top lines cautiously for
2Q15, based on the marketing challenges created by a
strong dollar. That negative impact may have been visible
in orders for business equipment, which in March declined
for a seventh consecutive month. Orders for non-military
goods declined 0.5% month-over-month. Factoring in a
spike in government orders for capital equipment, busi-
ness orders were actually up 4% in March.
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CONCLUSION
As we were going to press, data on home prices and GDP
was flowing across the wires. GDP growth was expected
to be soft in 1Q15, and soft it was — with the first estimate
from the U.S. Department of Commerce coming in at 0.2%.
GDP was suppressed by a decline in exports (likely dollar-
related) and a 20%-plus decline in non-residential struc-
tures spending (at least partly related to sharply reduced
activity levels in the Energy sector).

According to the Case-Schiller index, however, home
prices in 20 cities climbed at an accelerating pace in Feb-
ruary. Any rise in home price has been attributed to scarce
inventory. But strength in the survey was across the board,
as prices increased 5% year-over-year – the highest level

of gain in eight months. Rising housing prices may finally
encourage hunkered-down homeowners to put homes on
the market.
Many homeowners are overdue to move – including those
in high property tax districts whose children have gradu-
ated high school. Rising inventories would bring more
buyers into the market, followed by more sellers in a virtu-
ous cycle of home ownership transition.

Argus continues to model expansion in GDP and
domestic economy activity this year, with acceleration
across the second half in particular. Fickle consumers need
to get off the home-buying fence, and the best time to do
so is right now.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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ARGUS RATING SYSTEM
Argus uses three ratings for stocks:  BUY, HOLD and SELL.  Stocks
are rated relative to a benchmark, the S&P 500.

A BUY-rated stock is expected to outperform the S&P 500 on a
risk-adjusted basis over a 12-month period.  To make this determi-
nation, Argus Analysts set target prices, use beta as the measure
of risk, and compare risk-adjusted stock returns to the S&P 500
forecasts set by the Argus Market Strategist.

A HOLD-rated stock is expected to perform in line with the
S&P 500.

A SELL-rated stock is expected to underperform the S&P 500.
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Stock From To Change
Amazon.Com Inc AMZN  BUY HOLD 4/27/15

Ameren Corp AEE   HOLD BUY 4/27/15

Stock Raised to BUY

Symbol On this date

Ameren Corp AEE   4/27/15


